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Dear Sir 

 

In response to your discussion paper I wish to submit the following as a 

formal submission for consideration. 

 

In the 1990’s when OJD was first promoted as a devastating disease which 

would eventually destroy the sheep breeding industry, many of the proactive 

stud breeders made strong efforts to test sheep to ascertain the status of their 

flocks. In many cases it was a painful result but those breeders mainly 

accepted the result and put themselves and their properties through a 

destocking and cleansing process. Many of those breeders were successful 

and their properties are now considered free of OJD. 

 

Those breeders that were proven to be free of the disease by first of all blood 

testing and selected autopsies (in recent years pooled faecal testing has 

replaced blood testing) maintained their free status at a considerable cost to 

their operations. To remain free from OJD those breeders restricted their 

sheep management to on property bred stock and at times wasted surplus 

feed to maintain their status, as sheep of a similar status were seldom 

available. Other sheep breeders chose to do nothing but hope they were 

clean while others had no regard at all and continued with the risky practice 

of dealing in sheep and had little regard for status of the property from 

which they purchased sheep. Many of these are the people now complaining 

of their trade being restricted. 

 

Later when it was promoted that a vaccine was available and was made 

available to contaminated flocks as well as immediate neighbors mostly at 

negligible cost, many producers saw this as an iron clad opportunity to 

continue their breeding programmes that put them and their immediate 

neighbors at risk. These producers were in the belief that vaccination was 

100 % effective when in fact it was at best only approximately 80%. This 

was also only if they adhered to correct procedures and timings. To now 

accept this reality, for them is deflating.  While your discussion paper is 



satisfied with a long term trial where 2 from 12 flocks have ceased shedding, 

only an extreme optimist would class this as a success when it isn’t even 25 

% successful. Most sheep breeders in Australia now consider vaccination a 

failure and won’t participate. The fact that the vaccine was promoted as such 

a complete answer has in my opinion contributed to the spread in the 

downgraded areas and now because they have failed to control the disease in 

their localities, they are expecting other areas that have been successful in 

their endeavors to control OJD to lower their standards and allow suspect 

sheep to be traded into areas that need to be protected.. They are now 

bleating that they are locked out of sales that have the potential to infect 

flocks that have been maintained free from OJD due to a greater diligence 

and effort within areas that have remained relatively free from OJD. 

 

It appears after so many stops and starts Sheep Meat Council and Wool 

Producers now have exhausted all ideas how to control OJD and have 

simply thrown their hands in the air and offered open slather, and in doing so 

have deserted the producers that made the successful effort to maintain a 

health status that can only be regarded as envied by failed producers in the 

unsuccessful areas. 

 

The proposal that is put forward in the discussion paper is an admittance of 

failure and has little chance of stopping the spread of OJD let alone actually 

reduce the incidence such as has happened in South Australia. 

 

To remove the control and protected zones will only allow unscrupulous 

stock agents to purchase  unassessed sheep and trade them into previously 

safe areas and will spread OJD to the extent similar to parasites such as lice. 

 

The ABC point scheme has always been simple for any producer to interpret 

if they wanted to, changes made to the scheme due to altering the base points 

for some areas due to adverse testing results has muddied the water but 

reflected the risk status that sheep from that area represented. If producers 

can’t understand this scheme that’s as simple as ABC, then any biosecurity 

method chosen to protect the sheep and lamb meat entry into our valuable 

export markets is in immediate peril. 

 

Without a point scheme or some effective zoning the relativity to control of 

OJD is negligible. Entry provisions at state borders are enforceable in cases 

of health and disease situations so protection of state areas are practical 

solutions but where there are low incidence areas within state boundaries 



this may need new zoning delineations. If suspect sheep can be traded to our 

neighboring property it almost makes it impossible to maintain a satisfactory 

health status and puts at risk the guarantees we as  ram breeders can give to 

our clients. It also in my opinion risks the many thousands of dollars that 

stud breeders have outlaid to maintain the best possible QA to protect our 

flocks and the flocks of our valuable clients. When our initial Vet inspection 

was made the practices of neighboring properties was as important to the 

inspection as the activities on our own properties.  

 

I look forward to the committees final draft. 

 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

 

G.B.  Gale 
 

  


